Abstract-Measurements of electron density, plasma potential, and mean ion mass from the Explorer 31 satellite and measurements of ion current, plasma potential, and ion composition from the Atmosphere Explorer C (AE-C) satellite were used in a comparative study with theory regarding the charged particle distribution in the near wake of an ionospheric satellite. The theoretical wake model of Parker (1976) has been used in the study. It is shown that theory and experiment agree fairly well in the angle-of-attack range between 90 and 135". In that angular range even the neutral approximation (which treats ions as if they were neutral particles thus ignoring the influence of the electric field) gives fair agreement with the measurements.
INTRODUCTION
It is known that the motion of a satellite through the terrestrial rarefield plasma creates severe disturbances in the satellite vicinity. The disturbed zones may reach large distances downstream and elsewhere around the satellite. Behind the satellite a region of rarefaction is created in which electrons and ions are unequally depleted. The amount of depletion in this region as well as other characteristic features (e.g. current enhancements, trailing shocks, plasma oscillations and instabilities, see Gurevich et al., 1973; Gurevich and Pitaevski, 1975; Al'pert, 1976) depend strongly on body and plasma parameters among which we cite the parameters:
where R. is the effective radius of the satellite, AD is the Debye length, T, and T, are the electron and ion temperatures, respectively, V, is the satellite velocity, M+ is the average ion mass, 4s is the satellite potential with respect to the plasma, e is the electron charge, and K is Boltzmann's constant. The interaction between the satellite and the terrestrial plasma is of interest in its own right and also since it is possible to see the satellite as a "model" for the more general rarefield plasma flow interaction with non-magnetized bodies in the solar system. In fact, the investigation of the flow interactions of the terrestrial ionosphere with orbiting satellites is an example for the plasmabody interaction in a supersonic and sub-Alfvenic flow regime. Similar flow regimes are known to exist in the outer solar system where Galilean satellites orbit around their parent planets, e.g. IO around Jupiter and Titan around Saturn, etc. Although the investigation of various aspects of satellite-ionosphere interactions is not new, the numerous theoretical studies available at present (e.g. Gurevich et al., 1969; Liu, 1969 Liu, , 1975 Gurevich and Pitaevski, 1975; Grabowsky and Fisher, 1975; Call, 1969; Fournier, 1971; Parker, 1976; Al'pert, 1976) do not yield a generally accepted theory which can adequately describe the distribution of charged particles and local potential around an ionospheric satellite in particular in the region of maximum rarefaction on the wake axis. This is due mainly to the well-known difficulties of achieving a self-consistent solution of the Vlasov-Poisson equations for practical boundary conditions and plasma parameters.
The available theories differ mathematically in the numerical approaches adopted in order to obtain approximate solutions. More important, the theories often employ physical assumptions whose validity and range of applicability to satellite-ionosphere interaction are subject to controversy. A possible way of gaining a good physical insight into the degree and range of validity and applicability of the assumptions used in the theoretical models is via theory-experiment comparisons. Such comparisons, restricted and imperfect as they may be, should be performed using in situ measurements conducted for the widest possible range of plasma parameters. Unfortunately, no such studies have been performed in an extensive manner, except for the studies of Gurevich et al. (1969) , Samir and Jew (1972) Gurevich and Dimant (1975) and Samir et al. (1975) ., all of which used a relatively small sample of in situ measurements under a restricted range of plasma parameters. A major reason for this shortcoming is the limited amount of in situ measurements available at the present time for such studies. The latter situation stems from the fact that most of the published data relating to satellite-ionosphere interactions are byproducts of experiments designed to measure the ambient ionosphere by avoiding "wake-affected" data. It is surprising that the study of wakes behind bodies has not yet widely been recognized as part of the basic physical problem of an expansion of a plasma into a vacuum which is of fundamental interest to space plasma physics.
In the present investigation the Parker wake model is being compared with in situ measurements of electron and ion distributions in the wakes of the Explorer 31 and Atmosphere Explorer C(AE-C) satellites.
The objective of this study is three-fold: (i) to provide a comparison between the results of the Parker model (Parker 1976 (Parker , 1977 and measurements carried out around a satellite in a planetary ionosphere which may help in establishing criteria for the applicability of the Parker model to real cases of satellite-plasma interactions;
(ii) to obtain an improvement in our understanding of the reliability and quality of low energy particle measurements;
and (iii) to provide information of use for the planning of instrument location on ejectable ensembles of probes (e.g. subsatellites of various kinds) and on the Spacelab itself in future shuttle Spacelab missions. Such information should be useful for experiments in the area of solar system plasma physics, particularly dealing with flow interactions in supersonic, sub-Alfvenic flow regimes.
BRIEF REVIEW OF THE PARKER WAKE MODEL
Since the physical assumptions underlying Parker's model and the computational scheme have been discussed in great detail elsewhere (Parker, 1976 (Parker, , 1977 , only those aspects of the model will be briefly summarized here which are deemed necessary for an understanding of this paper. The model is based on the following physical assumptions:
(1) Flow is collisionless.
(2) Effect of geomagnetic field on particle motion is negligible.
(3) Both electrons and ions have non-vanishing temperatures, and their thermal motion is included.
(4) The electron density distribution is given by the Boltzmann factor exp(&).
(5) Charged particles incident on the body surface are neutralized.
(6) No emission of particles from the surface (photoelectrons, secondary electrons).
(7) The body is a perfect conductor. (8) Steady state. The Parker computer program solves the simultaneous Vlasov and Poisson equations under the above named assumptions by tracing particles trajectories backward from points near the body to infinity. The boundary condition at "infinity" is represented by a so-called floating condition, i.e. a linear relation between the potential 4 and its gradient, where the point at "infinity" Z,,,.,, is chosen sufficiently far so that the calculated quantities are insensitive to changes in Z,,,. In the present study this relation is taken to be the same as that for a Coulomb potential. According to Parker the exact relation is not important when the external boundary of the grid is sufficiently far away.
In the zero-th iteration a certain ion density distribution is assumed. In this study the neutral approximation has been used as a starting point for the ions, i.e. the ions are treated as neutral particles thus ignoring electric field effects, while the electrons are assumed to have a Boltzmann distribution. The Poisson equation is solved with the zero-th iteration charge densities yielding the first iteration potential distribution which is then substituted into the Vlasov equation from which the first iteration charged particle densities are obtained. This iterative procedure is repeated until any desired convergence has been achieved.
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS USED IN THE COM-PARISON
For the purpose of conducting a comparative study of experiment with theory we have used measurements of electron' density, electron temperature, plasma potential and average ion composition from the Explorer 31 satellite (Samir and Jew, 1972) and measurements of ion current, electron temperature plasma potential and ion composition from the AE-C satellite (Samir et al., 1979) .
The Explorer 31 measurements used in the present investigations were made by a planar, guarded electron probe which was flush-mounted on the surface of the satellite (see Fig. la ). The
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I-'_ experimental technique is that used by the Mullard Space Science Laboratory, University College London. Details on the method of data analysis and the use of these measurements in theoryexperiment comparisons are given by Samir and Jew (1972) , Willmore (1970) and Wrenn (1969) .
The AE-C measurements used in the present investigation were made by the cylindrical electrostatic probe (CEP) and the Bennett ion mass spectrometer (BIMS). Details on the probe and spectrometer techniques and methods are given by Brace et ai. pect to the plasma) at a distance of about 0.5 R,, from the surface of the satellite (where R. =satell-ite radius), The measurements of ion composition were made by the BIMS experiment. Further details on the use of those AE-C measurements for wake studies are given in Samir ef al. (1979) .
It is important to emphasize that the Explorer 31 data provide electron densities, while the AE-C data yield ion and electron currents.
The geometry of the theoretical model is compared to that of the AE-C satellite in Fig. 2 . The situation for the Explorer 31 satellite is very similar except that the probe is flush-mounted on its surface. As the figure indicates, the axis of the theoretical model is parallel to the flow vector while the satellite axis is perpendicular to it. Hence, the projection of the theoretical model on the plane perpendicular to the flow vector v, presents an area of magnitude rRo2 and that of the satellite an area of 3.36 R,,'. The depth (in the direction of the flow) is 2Ro for both the satellite and the model. Since the depths are the same in both cases, and since the cross-section which the satellite and the model present to the flow agree within lo%, the dimensions of the theoretical model are sufficiently close to those of the satellite for a meaningful comparison between measurements and theory to be carried out-especially in view of uncertainties in the calculations and the estimated measurement errors. Figure 3 (a) shows the locations of the ion current observation points and of the numerical grid points at which the densities have been calculated for comparison with the AE-C data. The two sets of points are generally close enough to each other to permit meaningful comparisons of measured and calculated quantities within the accuracy of the measurements although the third and fourth computational grid points from the left are considerably closer to the body than the corresponding observation points. For this reason some disagreement between calculated quantities at those points and the measured quantities at the corresponding observation points could be expected. Figure 3(b) shows the locations of the electron density observation and numerical grid points for comparison with the Explorer 31 data. In this case the two measurement points at the largest angles of attack are much less shielded from the flow than the corresponding grid points of the calculation. This is expected to affect the calculated results as will be shown below.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table 1 the relevant experimental data and plasma flow parameters are listed. Here 0 is the angle of attack defined in Fig. 2 . The numerical values are the averages over the various altitude ranges given in the second column. The data listed in the last column refer to the maximum angle of attack for which measurements are available. Ac- cording to Table 1 cases 1,3, and 4 of the Explorer 31 data have approx. equal average ionic Mach numbers (SAY), which is about half the value of cases 1, 2, 3, and 6 of the AE-C data. On the other hand, the average value of the normalized potential (bN( = e&/k7") for the three Explorer 31 cases is about half of the average potential of the AE-C cases. The data from the two satellites also differ in the ion composition. The mean ion mass in cases 1,3, and 4 of the Explorer 31 data is -9.2 while that in cases 1, 2, 3, and 6 of the AE-C data is approx. 15.8. Another significant difference between the Explorer 31 and AE-C parameters lies in the body size RD. While RD < 10 for ail of the Explorer 31 cases, RD > 50 for all of the AE-C cases and even R, > 100 for two of them. Thus the Explorer 31 data represent an interaction between a plasma and a relatively small body while the AE-C data represent an interaction between a plasma and a large body. We will consider here R, < 10 to represent the "small body" case and RD > 50 to represent the "large body" case. Both cases are of interest in connection with the theory of probe and body interactions with planetary ionospheres, In Fig. 4 the normalized current profiles of the above mentioned four AE-C cases are compared with the calculated normalized density profile obtained with the neutral approximation. Since AD is infinite (i.e. RD = 0) in the neutral approximation, the same computed profile describes all four cases. As seen there is a significant difference between the measured current ratios and the computed "neutral" density ratios. In fact the difference starts at 0 -125" and becomes most significant for B > 147". A similar behaviour is shown in Gurevich et al. (1969) and Ai'pert (1976) using analytical expressions for the neutral approximation. The differences between cases 1,2,3 and 6 of the AE-C measurements are due to the differences in RD (see also Table I ). The neutral approximation curve goes along the axis for fJ > 146".
to note that case 1, i.e. the case of largest R,, is the closest to the neutral approximation. It should be borne in mind that while the measurements give current values, the calculation yields densities. Both have been normalized to their respective values at 90" for the purpose of this comparative study. The relation between the ion density and ion current ratios in the wake has recently been investigated by Samir et al. (1980) who showed that those ratios are approximately equal for the range 90 I 0 5 (1.50-160"). This is also in general agreement with the conclusion drawn earlier by Gurevich et al. (1969) . Hence, while ideally it would be preferable to compare calculated ion density ratios with measured ones or, alternatively, calculated ion current ratios with measured ones, we can only work with the data available to us.
The curves show that for 0 5 138" the normalized ion current slowly increases with increasing RD, and the measured values lie below the neutral approximation curve (except for two points of case 1). Hence, the neutral approximation underestimates the true ion depletion in this angular region. For 0 2 146", the normalized ion current decreases with increasing R,, and the measured values lie above the neutral approximation curve. Therefore in this region the neutral approximation overestimates the measured ion depletion.
The region between 137.7 and 146.3" is a transition region. The reason why the neutral approximation underestimates the ion depletion in the region 0 I 138" and overestimates it for 8 > 146" (both at a distance 0.5 RD from the surface of the body) can be explained by the behaviour of the potential distribution. The neutral approximation is equivalent to 4 = 0 everywhere.
When the calculation of the potential due to charge separation and its effect on the electron and ion distributions (as outlined in Section 2) is included, then it turns out that for angles in the range 0 5 125" the potential is positive with respect to the undisturbed plasma. This has the effect of "bending" the ion trajectories away from this region thus resulting in a larger ion depletion than predicted by the neutral approximation.
On the other hand, in the region 0 3 125" and particularly for 02 (140-150") the potential turns out to be negative, thus attracting additional ions into a region which is almost inaccessible to the straightline neutral trajectories because of geometrical shielding by the body. Therefore, here the neutral approximation overestimates the ion depletion.
The behaviour of the normalized ion current as a function of R, at a large angle of attack (0 = 160") is shown in Fig. 5 . This figure demonstrates more explicitly than Fig. 4 that at large angles the normalized ion current decreases with increasing R, (all other parameters being kept approximately constant). This conclusion has been further substantiated in Samir et al. (1980) for a wider range of R. neutral approximation with increasing RD. This makes physical sense, for the larger the body radius R0 is compared to the Debye length hD the less the plasma flow close to the body is expected to be governed by charge separation effects. Such effects will be most important if R, is of the order of AD.
An interesting comparison is presented in Figs. 6 and 7. kt these figures the measured angular profiles are shown together with the 0th (neutral approximation) and 15th iterations for cases 5 (Fig,   E .G. FONTHEM 61 and 6 (Fig. 7) with R, = 162 and Rr, = 73 respectively. AE-C cases 1,2 and 3 fall in between these two values of R, while showing basically equal values of S,, and &. We find that for both of the above cases, the iteration 15 profiles are closer to the experimental profile (in the angular range 905 B 5 147") than is the neutral approximation profile (i.e. iteration 0th). The largest relative discrepancies between measured and calculated values occur in the maximum rarefaction region (6 > 147"). This is shown in Table S' S approximation differs by more than 10 orders of magnitude from the measured values, and even the fSth iteration values are by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the observed values. The results of these calculations are therefore not significantly better than those of Gurevich et al. (1969) and Al'pert (1976) who used a somewhat different version of the neutral approximation but with a considerably simpler mathematical formulation. The discrepancy between theory and experiment in the maximum rarefaction region, which has been known for sometime, has therefore not been resolved by the much more elaborate theory of Parker.
The fact that Parker's model does not substantially improve the disagreement between theory and experiment in the deep wake may be an indication that steady-state models cannot be further pushed and that time-dependent solutions which consider the existence of accelerating mechanisms in the wake (e.g. Gurevich et ni., 1973; Gurevich and Pitaevski, 1975) as well as the existence of plasma oscillations and wave-particle interactions (Al'pert, 1976) should be sought. We propose that future experimental and theoretical studies in this area should proceed along these lines.
In Fig. 8 the measured and calculated normalized electron density profiles for the four Explorer 31 cases are compared. The 0th iteration is of no interest for electrons since this is merely the Boltzmann distribution for 4 = 0 as mentioned in Section 2. culated I(N+(B))/(N+(90"))( for the AE-C data (see Fig. 4 and Table 2 ). There are several reasons for the above differences between theory and observation, particularly in the maximum rarefaction region (i.e. 0 > 150"). The major reason was discussed earlier, i.e. the use of steady-state equations rather than time-dependent ones, thereby ignoring particle acceleration meohanisms, plasma oscillations and wave-particle interactions especially in the negative potential wells behind the satellite close to the wake axis (Samir and Wrenn, 1972; Gurevich and Pitaevskii, 197.5; Al'pert, 1976) . Another important reason for the discrepancy between theory and experiment is that in Parker's theory one ion equation is solved for a hypothetical ion with a mass equal to the mean ion mass of the ambient plasma which is reflected only in the values of the Mach number. This implies a constant mean ion mass. Realistically, separate equations would have to be used for the various constituents.
In that case Gurevich et al. (1969) have shown that in the satellite wake close to the satellite surface the H' concentration substantially exceeds the 0' concentration even if the ambient concentration ratio IH'l/lO'( is less than l-10%. Hence, the mean ion mass is in fact a function of position. These considerations play of course a more important role in the Explorer 31 data than they do in the AE-C data because of the higher altitude of the former (see Table 1 ) and the consequent higher relative H' density in the ambient plasma. Since Parker's theory underestimates the ion density in the wake near the body, it will therefore also underestimate the electron density which is confirmed by Fig. 8 . An additional reason why the calculated electron depletion is so much larger than the measured one, especially for large angles of attack, is a geometrical one (see Fig. 3b ) since the grid points of the calculation are much more effectively shielded from the plasma flow than the measurement points. This affects the ions directly and therefore indirectly the electrons. In summary, the comparison between the computed values of the density ratio I(N+(0))/(N+,)I and J(N,(@)/(N,,,)I and measured I(I+(e))/(f+,)l and I(N,(@)/(N,,)I shows the quantitative degree of agreement obtained. It appears that despite semitechnical limitations imposed on such a comparison the major causes for the discrepancies between theory and experiment in the maximum wake zone seem to be due to the use of steadystate equations and a single ion equation. The present study shows that in the angle of attack range 90 < 0 < 145" the agreement between theory and the AE-C ion measurements is fairly good and that even the agreement between the neutral approximation (i.e. 0th iteration) and the measurements is not too bad (see Figs. 6 and 7) . The great computational effort of IS iterations thus yields only a relatively small improvement. In the deep wake region (0 > 145") theory and ,experiment differ by several orders of magnitude, and it is therefore unlikely that more sophisticated mathematical procedures applied to a steady-state theory with a single ion equation (for a hypothetical ion of mass equal to the mean ion mass in the undisturbed plasma) will yield significantly better agreement between theory and experiment. We submit that time-dependent solutions for the Vlasov-Poisson equations should be sought. In this way the effects of some relevant and important physical processes (e.g. particle acceleration, plasma oscillations, wave-particle interactions) on the wake structure will be included. Furthermore, even in cases where a steady-state solution may be an applicable approximation (Gurevich and Pitaevski, 1975; Al'pert, 1976 ) the various ion constituents should be treated separately rather than as a single ion with a fixed mean ion mass.
